2 Plastic Garbage <<Collected on Wednesdays Every Week>>
(1)Plastic Containers and Packaging

How to
Sort

① Plastic and vinyl items used as containers and packaging for food and other products belong to
this category.
② Plastic bags and wrappers; bottles and cups; tubes and lids; trays and packages; packaging and
cushioning material (styrofoam, etc.).
③ Items with the identification mark for plastic containers and packaging.
④ Aluminum-coated bags for potato chips or vacuum-packed foods; plastic blister packs for pills;
tubes for toothpaste, mayonnaise, makeup, etc.; lids and caps.
⑤ Bags such as plastic shopping bags, candy bags, plastic bags; plastic wrappers for snacks and
prepared foods.
⑥ Bottles for shampoo, detergent, and condiments such as sauce; bento (lunch) trays; cup noodle
containers.

How to
Dispose

① Write your ward, section, and name on a town-designated garbage bag and tie at top to close.
② All plastic containers and packaging, such as bags, trays, cups, and tubes, etc., regardless of
type, can be put into one bag.
③ Thoroughly rinse or wipe container to remove all food particles, etc.
④ Empty and thoroughly rinse containers for mayonnaise, ketchup, etc. and remove the cap.
⑤ Empty tubes for toothpaste, etc. and remove the cap.
⑥ Empty bottles for shampoo, etc., rinse thoroughly, and remove the cap.
Note: Price stickers and other stickers that cannot be removed may be left on.

Plastic Garbage
Plastic bags and shopping bags; wrapping film
and plastic wraps (cling film); bottles; cups and
containers; tubes; lids and caps; trays and packages;
styrofoam, packaging material, cushioning material,
PET bottle caps.

When sorting plastic garbage
① Remove caps from bottles, etc.

* make sure to empty the containers.

② Sort the content and dispose accordingly.
Plastic garbage
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* See p.15-24 for a list of items in Japanese alphabetical order.

Combustible garbage

